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INVENTORY AND LOGISTICS

Our Rapid Response distribution model consists of our central distribution warehouse,
along with CleanTouch distributor partners, and strategically located warehouses
across the United States which means you’re never out of chemicals.
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Green Initiative

We pride ourselves in offering environmentally-safe and sustainable cleaning
solutions for all self-serve, in bay and conveyor operations in the professional car
wash marketplace.
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SITE MARKETING

Our CleanTouch site marketing programs are specially designed for maximum
effectiveness, ease-of-use adn customization. WE offer a full line of site-specific
marketing signs and collateral, plus an online portal.

NCSTRAX CHEMICAL MONITORING

Our chemical monitoring system provides realtime data reporting and alerts for your
chemical dispensing systems And NCSTRAX dashboards and reporting capabilities
give you greater control over your car wash operations and peace of mind.
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Introducing

money back guarantee
We guarantee your 100% satisfaction with every CleanTouch chemical product purchased.
Your confidence in the CleanTouch product line of chemicals is extremely important to us
before, during and after the sale. If your purchase does not meet your high standards, we offer
a 90-day money back guarantee. If you are not completely satisfied, you may return unused
product for a full net refund within 90 days.

CleanTouch Guarantee Terms and Conditions
Products supplied by CleanTouch, Manufactured by National Car wash Solutions are guaranteed against product or manufacturing faults for the duration of the 90 day guarantee period subject to the following terms and conditions:
a. The product must be purchased and installed within the 48 Continuous United States. b. The product must be correctly installed by an employee of National Car wash Solutions or an official distributor, self-installs or bulk
purchases not installed by an employee of National Car wash Solutions do not qualify for the 90 day guarantee c. The guarantee period will commence from date of installation, National Car wash Solutions must be notified
within the 90 day period of dissatisfaction to qualify for the refund. d. The product must only be used for its original purpose for vehicle car washing; any other application of our cleaning solution will void guarantee. e. The
product must be maintained in accordance with the manufacturer’s user instructions. Proof of servicing may be required to validate a guarantee. f. Once installed the product must not be moved unless authorization has been
provided by us in writing for you to do so. g. During the guarantee period any product or component which is proved to be faulty or defective will be given a full refund of remaining product. Product that has been used/applied
will not qualify for the refund. h. The guarantee period will not be extended after a refund or replacement is given. i. If we replace any component or product, the part or product removed will become our property. k. Upon
notification of unsatisfactory product, a CleanTouch representative will confirm eligibility for refund. Approved refunds will be given in form of a check to the customer within 60 days of a representative confirming eligibility.
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presoaks
Red Lightning
CleanCut 360 is the most technologically advanced noncorrosive, alkaline presoak on the market today. It can
be used as either a stand-alone cleaning solution or in
conjunction with our low pH Prep Pro 1 presoak as a true
1-2 cleaning combination.

Features:
• Highly effective on all types of road film, including the
windshield “eyebrow”
• Effective cleaning in both hot and cold water
• Works well as both a 1-step wheel cleaner and
bug remover
• Hard water compatible

Supreme Clean

Supreme Clean is a non-corrosive, alkaline presoak designed
to remove heavy soils composed of grease, oils and dirt
in both friction and touch free cleaning environments. It
can be used as either a stand-alone cleaning solution or in
conjunction with our low pH Prep Pro 1 presoak as a true 1-2
cleaning combination. Supreme Clean is not effective in hard
water environments.
Features:
• Removes all types of road films including road salt and
brake dust
• Works well as both a 1-step wheel cleaner and bug
remover
• Effective cleaning in both hot and cold water
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This economical and effective alkaline based presoak offers
a non-corrosive cleaning formula to safely and effectively
remove most organic soils and particulates from the vehicle
surface. It is mild in nature and inherently safer than most,
more aggressively formulated alkaline presoaks.
Features:
• Economical price point
• Works well in pre-wash prep guns and low pressure
presoak arches

PrepPro 1 is a highly effective, non-corrosive low pH presoak
for use in both friction and touch free cleaning environments.
Prep Pro 1 is recommended for use as the 1st step
application in a 2 step cleaning process and is compatible
with all CleanTouch alkaline presoaks. It is designed to safely
and effectively remove all inorganic particulates from the
vehicle surface including glass and chrome.
Features:
• Special surfactant blend to aid in removal of oily
road films
• Works well as a low pH CTA application – wheel
brightener
• Effective in both hot and cold water

Neutral Foaming Detergents
Actionshine Detergent

Highly concentrated neutral based lubrication detergent
for use in all types of car wash equipment. Its highly
concentrated formula provides the lowest cost per application
of any of our neutral foaming detergents and it is hard water
compatible.
Features:
• High foaming
• Hard-water resistant
• Ultra concentrated - effective dilution ratios beyond 800:1

White Foam Detergent

Very cost efficient neutral based detergent that provides
superior lubricity in both friction and self-serve car wash
applications. Aids in the removal of all particulates on the
vehicle surface while greatly reducing or removing the squeak
and cling of unlubricated wash material in a friction tunnel
environment.
Features:
• High foaming
• Hard-water resistant
• Superior lubrication

Tri-Foam Color Detergents

Our highly concentrated colored detergents utilize some of
the most high color intensity, non-staining dyes in the market
today. These products provide superior lubrication while
providing a highly vivid and colored foam show for maximum
customer appeal.
Features:
• High foaming
• Vivid red, blue, or yellow foam show
• Hard-water resistant
• Bubble gum scented
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Fleet Foam

A very cost efficient neutral pH detergent that provides
superior lubricity in friction and self-serve applications. Due
to its lower foaming properties, Fleet Foam works well in
reclaim environments if foam build-up is an issue. Designed
to provide maximum lubricity for all styles of wash material,
including closed cell foam and poly-filament material.
Features:
Reclaim friendly-lower foam build-up
Hard-water resistant
Excellent lubrication

Fleet Duo

Fleet Duo is a carnauba infused Wash & Wax product that
provides superior lubrication and shine. This easy-to-rinse
formula promotes sheeting of water on the vehicle surface
to help minimize residual spotting on the vehicle surface.
Fleet Duo will not cause excessive foam build-up in reclaim
systems.

Where to use:
Fleet Duo is a stand-alone product, and is injected into the
wash water of drive-thru car washes that do not use drying
agents/rinse aid applications. A final rinse using fresh or spot
free water is recommended.

Low ph foaming detergents

Low pH White Foam Detergent

This high-foaming, bubble-gum scented low pH detergent
provides superior lubricity in all foaming applications. It also
works well as a non-foaming lubrication additive to all brush
and mitter cloth rinse nozzles. It is recommended for use in all
friction and self-serve wash applications.
Features:
• Hard water compatible
• Aids in keeping wash material clean
• Assists in neutralizing residual alkalinity

Colored Low pH Detergents

Super Suds low pH detergents are highly concentrated,
vivid color intensity non-staining dye formulations utilized to
provide superior lubricity in friction wash environments. These
products are also highly effective when used in self-serve
foam brush applications.
Features:
• High foaming
• Vivid red, blue, or yellow foam show
• Hard water compatible
• Bubble gum scented
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foaming waxes
Red, Blue & Yellow Wax

CleanTouch foaming wax conditioners are designed as high
foaming products, yet dissipate instantly when rinsed with
water to ensure no residual product remains after the wash
is complete. This product offering can be utilized in all selfserve, in-bay and conveyor applications. Their superior
formulation utilizes a high color intensity non-staining dye and
a unique free-rinsing technology.
Features:
• Highly concentrated
• Promotes beading of excess water on vehicle surface
• Aids in rinsing and drying of vehicle surface
• Cherry scented
• Free rinsing foam technology

Bring value to your customer and deliver increased profits to your bottom line. This is the common goal all professional car wash
owners share. Our new super foaming wax product offering coupled with our unique foaming wax arch is the solution to your goal.

Orange Shine is a super foaming wax concentrate for use
in all types of extra service foaming wax arches. It provides
a vivid orange foam and brings a true shine-enhancing
quality to the surface of the vehicle after application. It is
recommended for use in both the CleanTouch foaming
wax arch and all competitive product foaming wax arches.
Red or yellow directional lighting provides the best product
illumination.
Features:
•
•
•
•
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High foaming
Non-staining orange dye
Cherry scented
Specialty application arch package available

rinsing & drying

Razberry Clear Coat is an ultra-concentrated polymer infused
formulation designed to provide a long lasting shine and
protective layer on all vehicle surfaces days after application.
Its effective dilution ratio capability extends well beyond
1200:1 dependent upon application process.
Features:
• Ultra-concentrated
• Enhanced vehicle shine – promotes water beading
• Protective layer for all clear coat surfaces
• Raspberry scented

Clear Coat Protectant

Our clear coat protectant is a polymer fortified formula that
provides a long lasting protective coating on all applied
surfaces to protect the vehicle from the environment.

Features:
• longer lasting protection compared to traditional waxes
or drying agents
• Enhances beading, high drying quality and bright shine
• Raspberry scented
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Waxluster is our most popular dying agent in our product line
today. It economically allows for the driest of dry cars when
used in conjunction with high powered air dryers or hand
towel wipe downs.
Features:
• Economical drying agent
• Promotes water beading
• Reduces windshield wiper smudging

Citrus Shine

This is a scented version of Wax Luster that contains a very
pleasant citrus fragrance.

Rinse Off

Rinse Off is designed for use as a drying agent in wash
environments that require sheeting or plating water dispersal
methods. For use in all wash environments that do not offer a
high powered air dryer function.
Features:
• Sheeting or plating water dispersal
• Will not leave residual spotting or smudging
• Economically priced

seal & protect
Our line of surface sealants and super protectants are at the forefront of technologically advanced formulations designed to
provide superior results to your customer. All products are designed for use in self-serve, in-bay and conveyor applications.

RainShield is a consistent best-performing surface sealant
product in the marketplace. It offers a long lasting protective
layer from all types of environmental elements including UV
rays and acid rain. Per use application cost is well below most
competitive products.
Features:
• Will not streak or smear on all vehicle surfaces
including glass
• Can be applied as either foaming or non-foaming
• Creates a glossy, non-stick surface

Final-Shine is our newest product addition in our Seal &
Protect product line. It is specifically designed to provide a
superior scent and foam show when applied through foaming
applications. Its ultra-concentrated formulation allows for a
lower per application cost than comparable products without
effecting performance.
Features:
• Vivid yellow foam show – tropical fruit scented
• Free Rinsing
• Provides a protective layer on all vehicle surfaces
• For use in all competitive added services surface
sealant arches
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tire shines

Ultrashine Max is a silicone fortified emulsion designed
for use in all popular on-line tire dressing applicators in
the market today. It provides a deep, wet tire look shine
application to all tires. Its special formulation greatly
reduces the amount of residual product left on the tire after
application – little to no “sling” effect after application. It is
not recommended for use on any other surface other than tire
rubber.
Features:
• Solvent based emulsion
• Provides a deep shine to tires and exterior plastic
trim panels
• Does not attract dirt to rubber surfaces post application

SPECIALTY products
Citrus Clean High-Pressure Detergent

is specifically formulated for use through high-pressure
wands found on self-serve equipment and tunnel arches.
The detergent is highly concentrated, for lower-costs per
wash. It is an effective wetting, cleaning and high foaming
product when used at a high dilution ratio
Features:
• Safe for all vehicles
• Will not strip wax off vehicle surfaces
• Lemon scented
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Extreme Clean

is a non-corrosive 4-in-1 alkaline cleaner. It is a very effective
bug remover, and a wheel, tire and engine cleaner.
Features:
• Hard water compatible
• Safe to use on all vehicle surfaces
• Effective cleaning with hot or cold water

specialty products
Reclaim Additive

is a safe and effective odor control agent and should be
used at reclaim sites that experience occasional or constant
reclaim odor. One gallon per day added directly to the
reclaim pits will eliminate reclaim odor.

Wall Cleaner

CleanTouch Wall Cleaner is highly concentrated, noncorrosive, acid-based cleaner that is as effective as
hydrochloric or hydrofluoric-based wall cleaners, but much
safer to use. Its formula minimizes corrosive effects on
aluminum and stainless steel.
Features:
• Safer than Hydrofluoric-based wall cleaners
• Minimizes discolorization on metal surfaces
• Safe for wash equipment
• Will not etch glass

Rust Inhibitor

When used with wash equipment that has an under-car
application, Rust Inhibitor helps protect the underbody of
vehicles against the formation of rust due to exposure from
the elements such as road salt and moisture. Regular use of
Rust Inhibitor will help minimize the effects of corrosion on
the car’s underbody.
Features:
• Underbody rust formation protection
• Reduces exposure to road salt and moisture
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introducing

Specially formulated detergent
provides copious amounts of
rich, white cleaning foam. White
Foam also has enhanced wetting
agents and lubricating properties
to facilitate better cleaning
properties. Available in low and
neutral pH.

CLEANFILL CONCENTRATE CONTAINER

Industry leading surface sealant
for gloss and water repellency
—protects cars from rain,
sleet, snow and UV rays.

Heavy-duty alkaline multipurpose cleaner is designed to
break down the toughest road
film, dirt and grime to produce
outstanding clean vehicles. It’s
also effective at removing
brake dust and organic soils
producing sparkling wheel
rims and clean tires.
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CLEANFILL CONCENTRATE CONTAINER

CLEANFILL CONCENTRATE CONTAINER

Non corrossive low pH pre-soak
formulation easily removes
inorganic soils, containments
and solids leaving behind a
brilliant shine on glass and
chrome surfaces
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This ultra-concentrated,
polymer-fused formulation
provides a protective layer for
all clear-coat surfaces. It lasts
longer than traditional waxes
and protectants for a cleaner
looking car, longer!

Our most popular drying agent
is now even more concentrated!
Wax Luster makes vehicles’ colors
more vibrant, reduces windshield
smudging, enhances water-beading
and leaves a bright, shiny finish.

in easy-to-handle
corrugated containers for
quick recycling/disposal.

*Ryko Solutions reserves the right to revise designs, make corrections, add or delete features and change specifications at any time without notice or obligation.
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